
New Hope-Solebury School District School Board 

Special Education Committee  

District Office Conference Room 

December 11, 2012 - 6:00pm 

Call to Order 
Mrs. Panzica called the meeting to order at 6:06pm. 

 

Attendance 
In attendance: Mel Band, Dr. Raymond Boccuti, Mike Finley, Charlie Huchet, Gary Kirsch, Nancy Lawson, Elliott 

Lewis, Catherine Learmonth, David Lieberman , Marlene Panzica, Gretchen Reilly, Katie Riva, Gerriann Tealer, 

Jennifer Wind 

 

Minutes 

Minutes from last meeting were revised to reflect:  Jen Wind’s correction to her statement that other options should 

be considered not recommended.  Spelling of Charlie Huchet’s name corrected. 

 

Old Business 

BCBA Services 

Marlene Panzica provided a brief recap of BCBA conversation from the prior meeting. Initiated discussion of 

addressing BCBA issue within Behavior Policy.  Noted that the behavior policy needs to be reviewed.  Suggested that 

administration review and bring back to SEC. 

 

Also noted that special education policies 113 (series) were coming to the SEC as per board direction.   

 

New Business 

Special Education Compliance Monitoring 

Discussed compliance monitoring audit.  David Lieberman reviewed the components of the audit.  Stated that it is 

very paper oriented.  Stated the district didn’t do well with LRE (Least Restrictive Environment) and were found to 

be out of compliance. 

 

Mike Finley asked how non-compliance is determined.  David Lieberman explained non-compliance is determined 

by falling below the state demarcation.  The Gaskin settlement sets the benchmark.  David Lieberman will provide 

information from the state on LRE. 

 

General discussion regarding corrective action.  The state does not specify how the issue is to be fixed.   

 

Dr. Boccuti discussed a letter received from Bill Rigor and John Tommassini, PA Dept of Ed.  Stated he spoke to 

Rigor.  Statement that the issue should be easily rectified.   

 

The LRE corrective action discussion led to a discussion of co-teaching. 

 

Marlene Panzica stated that we have co-teaching in Middle School & High School.  David Lieberman stated that in 

K-5 tends to be more restrictive, the bulk of where kids are at the secondary level are primarily general ed settings. 

 

Charlie Huchet stated that the proposal to move into co-teaching is controversial, brought up knowing the pros and 

cons for future discussion. 

 

Marlene Panzica stated that the co-teaching discussion has to move to curriculum committee, as the SEC already 

agrees that it needs to happen. 

 



Catherine Learmonth made a statement about LRE and how to bring students performance up.  Co-teaching is just 

one component to be discussed.  Would hate to see a repeat of the last meeting where discussed. Need to be 

thoughtful, including a complete plan, training, bring everyone back together.  

 

Marlene Panzica stated that co-teaching came up in a policy meeting and parents are still pushing back. 

 

Mike Finley asked how do we measure success in the High School & Middle School.  Noted that data is needed. 

 

David Lieberman stated  

-use pssa data in Middle School 

-harder to measure in High School, anecdotal feedback in High School is positive, there is no way to do a study, too 

many variables.  Should see scores rise. 

 

Mike Finley made a statement about corrective action vs. IEP recommendation for kids, and that the 

recommendations need to be “kid-based.” 

 

David Lieberman 

-Response to Mike Finely’s concern that no direction has been given otherwise 

-Kids that transitioned from UES to Middle School ecstatic, achieving, met with parents this am.  No one is 

concerned or complaining. 

 

Marlene Panzica statement that data can be pulled. 

 

Charlie Huchet comment about co-teaching, evaluating success, planning, preparation, look at the whole picture. 

 

David Lieberman commented on graduation rates in compliance report. In a small High School doesn’t take much to 

push you out of compliance with such small numbers. 

 

David Lieberman – statement about training occurring this Friday on IEP’s, that the code changes frequently in 

SPED, the training team has a WIKI. 

 

Catherine Learmonth statement that the samples are quite ridiculous.  9 parents and 6 teachers not a good sampling. 

 

Charlie Huchet made a statement that there were not many areas of non-compliance so the district can focus on areas 

outside of what is required. 

 

Gerriann Tealer – asked what is the upcoming training on Friday? Is it open? 

David Lieberman – closed training staff only.  Content for special education teachers relative to corrective action 

components of IEP’s. 

 

Nancy Lawson-How does this year’s audit compare to previous years? 

 

David Lieberman, Mike Finley and Jennifer Wind, same/similar as years past, corrective actions nominal. 

 

David Lieberman made statement that documentation has been sent, he is meeting with Bill Rigor in February, they 

will come back again.  The audit stays open until the district is given a green light. 

 

Charlie Huchet statement about West Windsor Plainsboro complaint about special ed students systemically denied 

access to gen ed curriculum. 

 

Mel Band made a statement about what students were asked regarding audit. 

 

Catherine Learmonth question regarding oversight/compliance/consequences, David Lieberman responded that 

funding can be withheld for non compliance. 



 

Nancy Lawson statement about 1:1 support from a special ed teacher, how her child was left out of completing a 

journal, be mindful of what other students are doing so kids are included. 

 

Dr. Boccuti statement about how the audit is not a document about co teaching.   One of many considerations. 

 

Group discussed staff development, accommodations/modifications, providing supports, co teaching.  How do we do 

it, teachers are looking for help and support, discussion about how each child is different, there is a limited number of 

resources, general education teachers teach their kids, special education teachers teach their kids.  There is a narrow 

continuum, learning support, paraprofessional in general education. 

 

Discussion of a consulting teacher model, that co teaching is valuable to everyone, people want to hear it’s good for 

everyone. 

 

Dr. Boccuti – revisit co teaching, reminder that it’s not for all, have a plan to roll out, have the teachers that are 

actually doing it provide their perspective, it’s another method to achieve inclusion 

 

Gretchen Reilly – how do MS and HS do their inclusion?  6
th

 is different from 7
th

 and 8
th

.  There is a lot of movement 

in math/rela. 

 

Marlene Panzica asked Elliot Lewis what he would recommend regarding LRE/ how he would improve based on his 

experience. 

 

Elliot Lewis stated there are benefits to co teaching, significant academic gains.  Requires extensive professional 

development, it is the right thing to do to provide equitable education, must be very strategic and well planned to sell 

to community. 

 

Jen Wind comment on how she lives in a neighboring district and parents request the co taught class. 

 

Mel Band comment on how it is a terrific model, experience vs. training regarding teachers. 

 

David Lieberman, statement about experience being different from training, simply don’t have a lot of experience, 

there is an opportunity k-5 to develop a model general ed and special ed program. Decisions should include teachers. 

 

Discussion about what the best value for NHS looks like.  

 

Dr. Boccuti suggested a combined curriculum committee and SEC meeting to discuss co teaching.    

 

LRE – Co teaching issue should include three phases, which include a combined meeting with curriculum committee 

and finances. 

 

David Lieberman-will co teaching provide more opportunities for students in LRE? Need to give kids opportunities, 

reviewed SPED history (out of district) the culture, the need to change the paradigm within the community. 

 

Discussion re: co teaching, inclusion needs at LES, consulting teacher model, teachers wanting support.  Budget 

issues, special education models, 1:1 support vs. sharing 1:1’s, doing more with less, pull out model, supplemental 

model, push in/shadowing model.  How the rela/math blocks work.   

 

Gary Kirsch brought up organizational skills for students.  David Lieberman responded that kids are not receptive to 

organizational systems, Catherine Learmonth stated that students need to unlearn bad habits if strategies are not 

taught sooner rather than later. 

 

Elliott Lewis spoke about study skills, doesn’t recommend teaching in isolation, they should be embedded into 

curriculum.   



 

Discussion about private special education schools focus on study skills, it’s a common practice that we don’t do.  

 

Katie Riva statement that a systemic framework in place would have a huge impact overall. 

 

Elliott Lewis will review study strategies issue. 

 

Charlie Huchet asked David Lieberman to do a 30 minute tutorial on co-teaching models, what the elements might 

be; who, what, parents, teachers, inservice, evaluation. 

 

Marlene Panzica, recommendation to the board: 

- Behavior policy and AR to SEC 

-overview of LRE; discussion of how to move forward 

 

phases:  

-1 David Lieberman to provide 

-2  possible combined meeting with curriculum 

-3 finance 

 

with a goal of September to complete these phases. 

 

Dr. Boccuti – addressing (audit) report within a year, should be working on a plan to increase inclusion. 

 

David Lieberman, the purpose is not to get on the other side of the line, but to have meaningful learning for kids and 

access to curriculum, the requirements for graduation are increasing, currently not anything in place to waive 

requirements for special education students. 

 

Public Discussion 
No public discussion. 

 

Agenda Discussion 
-special education policies to SEC for review 

-study strategies to Elliot Lewis 

 

The next meeting is January 8, 2013.    

 

Adjourn 
The meeting was adjourned at 7:56pm. 


